Increase CIP effectiveness and boost quality

cplace CIP App

Transparency across all
processes

Guided, structured
management

Easy identification of
improvement potential

The cplace CIP App is a flexible solution enabling you to
transparently manage the activities and methods of
your Continuous Improvement Process (CIP) using
cplace. All employees can take an active role, capturing
and assessing issues and planning activities. This keeps
them involved in the process on a continuous basis.
Improvement potential can be identified, assessed and
analyzed effortlessly using the tool to establish a
successful, software-supported improvement process
across the enterprise.
All CIP methods are interlinked within the application.
The assessment criteria for proposed solutions can be
adjusted to meet the company’s specific requirements,
thereby implementing a methodical, structured
approach to continuous improvements throughout all
parts of the organization.

Business Challenge
Enterprises must evolve continuously to adjust to changing market
conditions and remain competitive. By implementing a stringent
continuous improvement scheme you make sure that your company’s
processes are highly effective and achieve top quality, your employees
are happy and your costs stay down so you can drive the development of
the entire organization.

Customer benefits
The cplace CIP app provides employees with a wide range of
collaboration and assessment options, allowing them to get actively
(“bottom-up”) involved in the continuous improvement process while
benefitting from the company’s accumulated knowledge assets. Another
great advantage of the cplace CIP app is its integrated issue,
improvement and idea management feature (top-down) enabling
controlled, structured, tool-supported handling of associated activities.

You want to learn
more?
Schedule a live demo
or give us a call:

www.cplace.de/en
+49 (0) 89 80 91 33 2300

Special features
1.

PDCA cycle: The tool’s key control feature and core method is the
Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) activity cycle, which guides the root cause
analysis of issues, the definition and implementation of appropriate
measures, and the development of new standards. The four phases –
Plan, Do, Check, Act – outline a methodical approach to issue
resolution and are presented by the cplace CIP app on an intuitive,
easy-to-use dashboard.

2.

5S method: The 5S method may be applied by individual users or the
entire enterprise. The CIP app efficiently supports the five-step
approach to ensure maximum value-add.

3.

Waste detection feature: The Waste detection feature provides a
disciplined means to identify sources of waste. Users of the cplace
CIP app can apply it to any process. The tool offers optimum support
for the three main pillars of lean waste detection (Muda, Mura and
Muri).

4.

Idea management & lessons learned: Delivering embedded,
comprehensive support for idea management and lessons learned,
the CIP tool provides seamless guidance for a successful CIP process.

Who we are
collaboration Factory AG is a
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professional expertise and a
new business model we
develop compelling solutions
in communities. The game
changer is cplace, our
extraordinary platform for
project-oriented work.
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